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Alphacool Eisbecher Helix
250mm reservoir - blue

Special Price

$59.95 was

$83.95
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Short Description

The Alphacool Helix Eisbecher captivates with its unique Helix Optic, including elegant aluminium caps for its
upper and bottom sides. The 60mm diameter version also offers a UV cathode tube to illuminate UV-reactive
water from within.

Description

The Alphacool Helix Eisbecher captivates with its unique Helix Optic, including elegant aluminium caps for its
upper and bottom sides. The 60mm diameter version also offers a UV cathode tube to illuminate UV-reactive
water from within.

The Alphacool Eisbecher Helix 250 is the optical highlight of the Eisbecher family. The helix inside the
reservoir gives off a unique effect reminiscent of a strand of DNA, making it a real eye-catcher. In the middle
of the reservoir is a UV cathode tube powered over a 4-pin plug. If UV-reactive water is used, the cathode
tube will create a strong glow from the inside of the reservoir, making for a unique effect that really
impresses. 

The base and top are made entirely of acetal, but are covered with aluminium caps for an elegant look. The
aluminium caps do not come in contact with the water, of course. The installation options are considerable,
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with three G1/4 threads in both the bottom and top. The bottom also has two extra G1/4 connection points.
This gives you lots of options for positioning your reservoir. 

You'll also receive two different installation sets. One of them is well-known from the Eisbecher series - the
aluminium brackets that lock flush with the top and bottom of the Eisbecher and provide the option of
mounting on a radiator. This requires a 240 or 280mm radiator or a larger equivalent, such as a 360 or
420mm. The alternative installation set is a clip bracket, made up of two clips which are fastened to the case
with one screw each. The Eisbecher Helix just needs to be clipped on, giving you lots of flexibility in how you
mount it. 

The Eisbecher Helix is available in multiple colour combinations. The cap, bottom, and the helix itself can all
be different colours.

Features

Helix Optic
Four colour combinations
Two diameter sizes - 50mm and 60mm
60mm version comes with UV cathode tube

Specifications

Material: Aluminium, Plexi

Manufacturer: Alphacool

Color: Transparent

Pump compatibility: For flow pumps

Preinstalled pump: No

Connector: G1/4" inner thread

Fillport: G1/4" inner thread

LED hole: Not available

Model of reservoir: Tubing - reservoirs 60mm

Number of connections: 6

Dimensions: 60 x 60 x 250mm

Technical Specifications

Dimensions (HxD): 250 x 65mm
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Connection threads: 8x G1/4"
Helix colour / aluminium caps: blue / blue
UV cathode colour: UV
Cable length: ca. 27cm
Capacity: 340ml

Scope of Delivery

1x Alphacool Eisbecher Helix 250mm Reservoir - blue
1x UV cathode
1x Adapter
2x Aluminium brackets - Eisbecher series
2x Bracket clips - black
Assembly materials
6x Locking screws

Additional Information

Brand Alphacool

SKU AC-15304

Weight 2.5000

Color Blue

Reservoir Type Tube Res

Tube Res Length 250mm

Vendor SKU/EAN 4250197153041

Special Price $59.95


